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ANTARCTIC SPRING

Everywhere spring accelerates the tempo of life. The Antarctic
is no exception. Men confined during the long winter night get out
and move about with a sense of release. Vehicles are tuned up and
aircraft dug from their blankets of snow. Soon the planes take to
the air. On the ground scientific parties start off on their long
traverses to add still other bits to the mosaic of human knowledge.
From New Zealand, Navy and Air Force planes take off for McMurdo Sound,
bringing fresh provisions, new faces, and best of all, mail from home.
Beardmore and Little Rockford, those combination fuel stops and weather
stations, are reopened. Shortly aircraft are busy shuttling supplies
to Byrd and the South Pole. In the distribution of mail, Hallett is
not forgotten. The first summer visitors begin their tours, breaking
established routines and following with curious gaze the activities of
those who, by a year's stay, have become old inhabitants. Then there
are the replacements, civilians, and navy men. By the end of the month
the first lucky souls are on the long voyage home.

All this varied activity is reflected in this month's issue of
the Bulletin. The editors are attempting to keep up with the rapid
march of events. If they have occasionally fallen behind, they can
only plead the pressure of time and promise that what has now been
neglected will be covered in future issues.
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ANThRCTIC ACCENTS	Mr. Gordon D. Cartwright
Coordinator of International Planning
U. S. Weather Bureau, Department of Com-

merce

What are some of the reasons why the Antarctic is important in
man's scheme of things?

From the scientific and philosophical points of view, the Ant-
arctic is important as a source of essential data to a better under-
standing of the planet earth. In speaking of the Antarctic in this
sense, one should include also the broad belt of oceans which surround
it.

From a better knowledge of the Antarctic the geophysicist hopes
to draw important conclusions about the geologic structure of the
earth. Knowledge of the geologic features of the Antarctic may com-
plete a link in our understanding of the great mountain chain that
seems to ring the Pacific basin. Knowledge of the immense ice mass
which surmounts these geologic structures and the effect which it has
had on them will bring a better understanding of how the earth's crust
has responded to ice ages in the past. Detailed knowledge of the ice
features will help also to reconstruct the history of the Antarctic
continent and with it shed further clues on the past climatic ages of
the earth. Also, as the world's greatest repository of ice, some idea
as to the current and past changes may help man to glimpse a little bit
better into the future and to begin to prepare himself for what may be
highly significant changes in his environment. It has been pointed out
that if all the ice of the Antarctic were to melt, sea level around the
world might be raised by some 200 feet.

A study of the atmosphere over the Antarctic will without any doubt
add to man's knowledge of the general circulation of the atmosphere over
the entire earth. Comparisons between the antarctic and the Arctic
should contribute to the meteorologists' understanding of the way in
which the atmosphere adjusts to long periods of darkness followed by
long periods of sunshine.

The Antarctic is a unique place with respect to the high atmos-
phere. It will no doubt continue to be a key spot for certain types
of observations of the ionosphere and the very high atmosphere, and
may, in fact, prove to be a unique area for space observation,

So we see that, goophysically, man will no doubt continue in-
definitely his study of the earth from the vantage point of the Ant-
arctic. There can be little doubt that the meteorologists will wish
to continue the collection of weather data, not only for research but
also as a means of improving daily forecasts, particularly for the
Southern ILmisphere. The importance of the Antarctic in this respect
iá gradually being learned. The broad band of ocean which separates
it from the major continents to the north poses in itself a major
problem to the meteorologists, and collection of data over this area
will also be essential.
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It is difficult to see in the face of these possibilities that
man will ever again leave the Antarctic unattended or unobserved for
any long periods of time. It is now an integral part of his scheme
for the future and he will surely turn out the necessary resources
required for its understanding and development.

FOREIGN OBSERVER PROGRAM

In addition to the nations indicated in the last issue of the
Bulletin as accepting invitations to send observers with United States
expeditions, the Japanese government has indicated its desire to have
a representative with DEEP FREEZE 60, Mr. Daitoro Shoje, who will
represent his government with DEEP FREEZE 60, accompanied the second
Japanese expedition to the Antarctic. He is currently under in-
struction at the U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office.

On 27 October, Lt. Juan Rawson, Argentine Navy, reported to the
U. S. Antarctic Projects Office. The following day, the observer from
Chile, Lt. Pedro Fierro, ancther naval officer, also reported. They
were briefed by the staff of this office and by members of the United
States Antarctic Research Program. After receiving a set of cold
weather clothing, they departed Washington to board the USS ATKA,
scheduled to sail from Boston on 31 October. Both the Argentine and
Chilean observers have had previous experience in the Antarctic.

PROJECTS OFFICE VISITORS

Baron Gaston de Gerlache de Gomery, leader of the Belgian Ant-
arctic Expedition, 1957-58, visited the U. S. Antarctic Projects Office
on 23 October, where he briefed a group of Antarctic specialists and
scientists on the progress of the Belgian activities. He also dis-
cussed with the group the general aspects of post-IGY (SCAR) Antarctic
programs. Baron de Gerlache is a member of the Belgian delegation to
the Conference on Antarctica.

Another veteran of the Antarctic, Major Alberto Giovanniri of the
Argentine Army, visited the office on 7 October. Major Giovannini,
who has served twice as base leader, the first time at General San
Martin Base in Marguerite Bay, and the second at Esperanza, is now
with the Antarctic Division of the Argentine Army General Staff. He
reported that, although the principal living quarters at San Martin
Base had burned, the station was being maintained on a reduced status
by personnel occupying huts. Major Giovannini was visiting the
United States and Canada to purchase equipment for use in the Antarctic.
Among Argentine plans are the relocation and reconstruction of the San
Martin Base and a reconnaissance of the north end of Alexander I Island.



PACTOLUS J1NK 4,ND DRAKE'S LOST ISIND

H. 0. Chart 454, at 56°42'S, 74 019'W, shows Pactolus Bank, with
the notation, "reported 1885." This bank is the subject of an article
called "Burnham Bank (The Lost Island of Sir Francis Drake),", which
appeared in a publication called the Trident some years ago. This
article has recently attracted attention because of the plan to make
a careful search for the bank during DEEP FREEZE 60.

The article purports to prove that Pactolus Bank, which has been
several times reported in its charted position but whose existence has
been likewise denied, not only exists as charted, but is, in fact, all
that remains of an island at which Sir Francis Drake watered his ship
and gathered berries during his circumnavigation of the world in the
late 1570's. The author has renamed the bank in honor of Captain W.D.
Burnham of the Pactolus, who first got soundings of it in 1885.

There are various inconsistencies in the article which cast sus-
picion upon its conclusion. For instance, on page four, the author
has Drke leaving the neighborhood of Desolation Island on 23 October,
and on AC next page, after an alleged lapse of seven days, the date
is given as 24 October. It is implied that this latter date is given
in the account by the Portuguese pilot, Nuifo da Silva, as it appears
in Hakluyt's Principal Navigators, but since it is not to be found there,
it was taken apparently from a separate log kept by da Silva and cited
in Felix Reieenberg's Cape Horn. The lonr:itude 78°W, given by the
author on page six, seems to have no authority whatever. In fact, the
whole article fails to carry conviction, and appears to be a rather
careless rehash of Reisenberg's more careful study of the same subject.

Felix Reisenberg, in anticipating this article with the conclusion
that Pactolus Bank and Drakeb lost island are one and the same, has
done a more thorough and workmanlike job, and from the benefit of his
long experience in sail and eight Cape Horn voyages, has worked out a
track chart to clinch his case. This chart is indeed impressive at
first sight, hut its value must depend on the validity of the courses
and distances upon which it is based, and some of these seem, to this
writer, at any rate, to be rather unconvincing.

The attempt to lay down even approximate courses and distances
made good from the hazy information given in the extant contemporary
and near-contemporary accounts of Drake's voyage is a dangerous one.
Such plotting information as "Westsouthwest, which course they held
for the space of ten or twelve dayes with few sailes up" or "they tooke
in all their sailes and lay driving till the last of September" is
sketchy at best, even with the benefit of Reisenberg's great knowledge
of Cape Horn currents and of the capabilities of sailing vessels such
as Drake had. It must also be confessed that he seems to have jumped
to conclusions, especially in plotting the leg of Drake's wanderings
which brought him to the controversial island.
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Hakluyt's version of Nu da Silva gives us one date in September,
the 24th, from which date it shows Drake sailing northeast for seven
days, at which time, about 1 October, "the wind fell Northwest: where-
upon they sailed Westsouthwest." Although da Silva's log shows a
northerly or northeasterly course until 7 October, there is no further
reference to wind direction in either of da Silva's accounts, either in
Hakluyt or in the separate log, until the day Drake left the island in
question, which the log tells us was reached on 24 October, and left on
the 28th when the wind came southward. This island is described in
other accounts, and certainly none of the descriptions seem to fit any
island known today. However, Reisenberg, in getting Drake to the
charted portion of Pactolus Bank on 211 October, has assumed that the
wind still blew from the quarter last recorded over three weeks earlier,
and with the frequent shifts of wind which we know occurred when our
references bothered to mention them, this seems a large assumption.
Furthermore, the plot shows that Drake, after he "set sail because the
cable parted" from a point on the coast near Latitude Bay on 23 October,
reached the island on the 211th, a distance of about 210 miles. Resen-
berg has already pointed out that Drake, not wanting to go south, would
reduce sail to a minimum when forced to do so. However, with a favor-
able south wind on leaving the island, and presumably carrying all safe
sail, the same plot shows that it took two days to reach Noir Island,
only 160 miles away. There is at least a strong inference, therefore,
that something is wrong with the plot.

It is certainly a fascinating theory. The island, best described
by Drake's chaplain, Fletcher, whose account is printed in the Hak].uyt
Society's edition of The World Encompassed by Sir Francis Drake ( a his-
tory of the voyage written by Drake's nephew) with its "wonderfuU
plenty of the small berry with us named currants," its fresh-water pond
and plentiful wood and verdure, must have been a godsend to those storm-
tossed sailors, and as said before, nothing like it is known in those
regions today. Its remains may well be merely some submerged bank in
that tempestuous sea, worn down by wave action .nd ground at by stranded
icebergs which are gradually wearing away even this residue. It could
well be Pactolus Bank, the existence of which it will be one of the
oceanographic assignments of the ships of DEEP FREEZE 60 to try to
verify. It is fun to think of it as Drake's lost island, the existence
of which can be traced in all accounts of that great voyage, but which
did not appear on any off-soundings chart until the eighteenth century.
But the evidence being what it is, we must consider the case not proved.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:	 by
The World EncoeeJSir Francis Drake, London, Hak].uyt Society,

Principal Navigators, Vol. 11 9 Glasgow, Hakluyt Society , 1904
Cape Horn, Felix Reisenberg, New York, Dodd Mead, 1939
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UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC RESEIiRCH PROGRAM l939-60

On 23 October 1959, the National Science Foundation announced a
new group of 17 additional grants totaling $671,770. The new grants,
together with those announced on 17 August, bring Foundation-supported
research administered by the United States Antarctic Research Program
to nearly four million dollars.

$116,850 of the new grant went to the U. S. Navy Hydrographic
Office for shipboard oceanographic studies in the Bellingshausen,
Amundsen, and Ross Seas. The four icebreakers assigned to Admiral
Tyree's support command will be used to conduct the research.

Bathythermograph teams of the U. S. Navy will assist teams from
the Hydrographic Office in the lowering of bathythermograplas at one-
hour intervals during each cruise. Salinity, oxygen, and phosphate
content of the water will be sampled. Bottom coring will also be
carried out, and plankton arid other biological specimens collected.

The School of Hygiene of the Johns Hopkins University grant of
$21,850 will permit continuation of the Antarctic bird banding program.
Under the direction of William J. L. Sladen and Carl H. Eklund, the
program will involve banding at each United States station and at
cooperating stations of other nations. The banded birds will be
checked at later dates to determine migration patterns, longevity,
and life cycles.

Complete listings of the individual grants may be found in
National Science Foundation News Release NSF-59-1 45, 17 August 1959,
and NSF..59..-160, 23 October 19599

The following USARP scientists will be spending a second winter
in Antarctica:

Discipline and Name	Previous Season	1959..60
and Station	Station -

Biologist Richard Penney 1958..59 Wilkes

Meteorologist E. C.
Flowers

Meteorologist B. A.

Hnka1a

Ionosphere physicist
D. L Reed

Traverse Engineer
Jack Long

1956-57 South Pole

1956.57 Wilkes

1957-58 Ellsworth

1957-58 Byrd

Senior U.S. repre-
sentative, Wilkes

Scientific Leader,
South Pole

Wilkes

Byrd

NAF, McMurdo
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Discipline and Name	Previous Season	1959-60
and Station	Station

Physicist H. A. Neuburg	1956-57 Ellsworth	Scientific Leader
NAF, McMurdo

Oceanographer W. L.	1957-58 Wilkes	NAF, McMurdo
Thessler	 Scientific Leader

Oceanographer A. Ommundsen 1957-58 Wilkes	NAF, McMurdo

GREAT BRITAIN AND BELGIUM HONOR PEEP FREEZE PERSONNEL

Rear Admiral George J. Dufek, who was Commander of Operation DEEP
FREEZE and was U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer until his retirement
in August, was honored by the Governments of Great Britain and Belgium
on 28 and 29 October, respectively.

He was made an Honorary Companion of the Most Honorable Order
of the Bath (C.B.), Military Division, at the New Zealand Embassy on
28 October and received the Commandeur de l'Ordre de la Couronne at the
Belgian Embassy.

The Prime Minister of New Zealand, the Right Honourable Walter
Nash, presented the New Zealand decoration on behalf of Her Majesty,
Queen Elizabeth II. The Belgian Ambassador to the United States, The
Honorable Mr, Louis Scheyven, presented Belgium's decoration to the
Admiral in ceremonies at the Belgian Embassy.

While attempting to resupply the Belgian Antarctic scientific
station earlier this year, the Belgian ship Polarhav was beset in ice
and was in danger of being crushed. Admiral Dufek, upon receiving a
request for assistance, ordered the icebreaker USS GlACIER to the scene
some 1 1 000 miles distant, where the rescue was affected.

In addition to the awards being given Admiral Dufek, Captain Edwin
A. McDonald, USN, then Task Group Commander, received the Officier de
l'Ordre de Leopold, and Captain Joseph A. Houston, USN, who was then in
command of the GLACIER, was presented the Officier de l'Ordre de la
Couronne during the same ceremonies at the Belgian Embassy.

The approval of the United States Government of awards from foreign
governments must be effected by an Act of Congress. Pending completion
of this procedure, the decorations will be forwarded after the ceremonies,
to the State Department for retention.

In accepting the medals, Admiral Dufek said: "All of us, whenever
we got into trouble, helped each other. It is my hope that this spirit
of cooperation will continue and not nn cmpio for harmony and coop-
eration throughout theworld."
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THE ANTARCTIC SCENE

End of the Trail

With the turning over to the New Zealanders of the eight dogs
remaining at McMurdo from the original forty taken to Antarctica for
DEEP FREEZE I, an era in Antarctic transportation comes to an end, at
least as far as the United States operations go. There are still oc-
casions, and probably always will be, when sled dogs can do the job
better than any mechanized vehicle, but the same can be said for horses
in the cavalry. Unfortunately, from the point of view of those who
are fond of the old ways, these occasions are too few to warrant the
continued upkeep of a prime mover which, unlike a tractor, has to re-
ceive regular maintenance whether or not it is used. So the last
team has been unhooked at McMurdo, and the picket line on the slope
below the camp is silent.

There is a bright side to this, however, even for a sentimentalist.
One necessary but repellent aspect of Antarctc dog management was the
great butchery of the placid and defenseless Weddell seals which was
required to feed the ravenous huskies. It is good to know that this
bloody scene will no longer be part of the day's work at our Antarctic
bases.

At the smaller camps, where the big backlog of spare parts, fuel
supplies, and mechanical ability needed to keep mechanized equipment
operating are not available, dogs might have their place. However,
all our smaller bases are in the interior where seals are absent, so
that dog food would be a problem. There are still teams doing good
work at some of the smaller coastal bases of other nations, and the
New Zealanders, who have had great success with dogs, will undoubtedly
get good service out of these veterans of ours, but the triumph of
mechanization at our -bases is complete.

Nevertheless, the sled dogs have been the mainstay of Antarctic
transportation for so long that their passing from the scene at our
bases should not go unrecorded. And it is perhaps in order to remind
ourselves of the great exploits o the trail of some Americans: Gould,
Goodale, Ronne, Eklund, Black, Siple, Blackburn, Bursey, Butler and
others, now elder statesmen in Antarctic matters, but outstanding dog
drivers when they and Antarctic exploration were all a little younger.
In fact, except for Amundsen's great dash to the Pole in 1911, these
men accomplished the longest unassisted Antarctic trips ever made with
dogs, for although others have beaten their mileage since, they have
done so with the help of air drops and other outside assistance Un-
available to the others. So although the dog's day is done in our
operations, let us not forget the great part they played, and the re-
cords whith were set by American&when the d sled wa.% the best means
of Antarctic trensportatisri.
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FLS' AIR DROP OF SUPPLIES 1959-60 SE4SON

A C-124 U. S. Air Force MATS Globernaster, commanded by Captain G. Co
Demunk, USAF, flew over the 800 miles that separate the U. S. Naval Air
Facility ice-runway at McMurdo from Byrd Station in Marie Byrd Land on
16 October to make the first air drop of supplies in Antarctica for the
1959-60 season.

The air drop brought in 700 pounds of mail and 200 pounds of fresh
food - the first received by the Byrd Station wintering-over party of
10 civilian scientists, technicians, and l+ Navy specialists since the
beginning of the winter night. According to reports from the station
to Admiral Tyree the food, mail and 13 tons of oil and gasoline were
all recovered without the loss of even one egg.

Captain Demunk's crew for the 1959.-.60 first drop were Captain Boyce
II. Pinson, Lt. J. T. Stihi, Lt. P. A. Webb, M/Sgt J. H. Laughter, S/Sgt
S. C. Pirnes, A/2d F. M. Bradley, A/2d D. W. Fruit, and veteran Antarctic
instructor, Pilot Major Walter Daniels.

"LITTLEROCKFORD" REOPENED

A U. S. Navy ID8 Skytrain from NAP at McMurdo on 18 October brought
in eight Navy specialists to reopen the "Little Roc1ford" Naval Auxiliary
Air Facility, located at approximately latitude 79035' South and longitude
152°56' West. The facility, named after Rockford, Illinois, by Rear
Admiral George Dufek, serves as a weather station and radio location point
for aircraft flying into Byrd Base and as an emergency landing stri p for
aircraft returning from Byrd to McMurdo.

Of the eight specially selected Navy specialists, well-experienced
in cold weather operations, six have wintered over at various stations
in Antarctica. Until they are relieved by a new crew about the first
of December, they will operate and maintain this vital link in Antarctic
communications and emergency operations.

The facility will be manned until about the first of March, the end
of the summer operating season in Antarctica.

CTIVIDAD ANT4TICA ARGENTINA

The U. S. Antarctic Projects Office has recently received the first
issue of Actjvjdad Antartica Argentina, a Spanish-language publication
issued by the Ministrio de R1aciones Exteriores y Culto of the Argentine
Republic. This publication covers a wide variety of current and histori-
cal information on the Argentine Antarctic.

An English translation is being prepared and will be available for
reference in our library.
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NThIC VISITORSOCTOBER-1NOVEMDE

SPONSOR) IY I.E UNITED sTTES ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFFICLiz ANDCOMM.^MER

NAVAL JPORT ' FORCE 'NThRCTICA

Colonel William H. Atkinson Head, General Supply Branch G-k, Head'
quarters, Marine Corps. Personal rep-
resentative of the Commandalfl, U. S.
Marine Corps.

Honorable Edward. Bacon

Vice Admiral W. M. ]3eakley

Mra Charles W. Beaufort

Dr. Meredith F. Burrill

Mr. Irwin Chernick

Reverend Russell T. Loesh

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Financial Management).

Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(Fleet Operations and Readiness).

Vice President, Jacksonvill e , Fla.,

Council, Navy. League of the U. S.,
representing Mr. Frank G. Jamesorl,
National President of the Navy League.

Director, Office of Geography, Office
Assistant Secretary of the Interior
and Executive Secretary, U. S. Loard
on Geographic Names.

President of Rhode Island Council,
Navy Leaue of the U. S., apresenting
the President of the Navy League.

Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet

United States Senator, State of
Washington.

Representative of "The General Com-
mission on Chaplains and Armed Forces
Personnel" and Minister to Chaplains
and Armed Forces personnel of the
Congregational Christian Churches.

Admiral Herbert G. Hopwood

Senator Henry M. Jackson

The Honorable Neil McElroy	The Secretary of Defense.
(Christchurch Headquarter only)

Mr. William McChesney Martin
	Chairman, Board of Govcrnors of the

Federal Reserve System.

Congressman John R. i'il1O
	Representixe, 42nd District, New York.
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Dr. John L. Taylor
	

Consultant on Territorial kJfairs,
House of Representatives Committee on
Interior and Insular affairs.

Brigadier General F. T.
Voorhees

Mr, Haydn Wiliiams
(Christchurch Headquarters
only)

Special hssistant to the Chief of
Transportation, U. S. Army.

Deputy esistant Secretary of Defense
for N.W *,'#,f fairs and Plans.

SPONSOR) BY THE DI1IECTORJ UNITED ST4TES 4J1TARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRj1M

Dr. Robert Foster Black

Dr. Frederick W. Brown

Dr. Elsworth E. Buskirk

Mr. Robert Coote

Dr, Derland J. Davis

Mr. Leonard Dykes

Mr. Harry S. Francis, Jr.

Mr. WalterSeelig*

Dr. Harold R. Wolfe.

University of Wisconsin.

National Bureau of Standards.

National Institute of Lrthritis and
Metabolic DiseaseS,4.Departent of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

Department of the Interior.

National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare,

Department of the Army.

National Science Foundation.

U. S. Geological Survey.

University of Wisconsin.

A'IIITjtRCTIC PHILTELIC MAIL 159-.0

It is regretted that the information on foreign Antarctic philatelic
mail so graciously furnished by the American Society of Polar Philate-
lists was received too late to be of any help to collectors for the
1959-60 season, since covers are required to be mailed during September
or early October.

The Ice Cap News, devoted to polar philately, is published by the
American Society of Polar Philatelists and distributed to its members
six times a year. Individuals interested in learning more about the
organization may write to:

Mr. Robert Keller
Secretary and Membership Chairman
tmerican Society of Polar Philatelists
9902 Grayfield
Detroit 39, Mi.higan
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THREE KEY CIVILLN S
	

STS OF UNITED STATES NTIONA COMMITTEE FOR
THE INTERNATILLGE
	

PUBLIC

SERVICE AWRD

On 12 October, Vice Admiral Bernard L. Austin, USN, presented the
Navy's Distinguished Public Service Award on behalf of the Secretary of
the Navy to Dr. Hugh Odishaw, Executive Director of USNC/IGY Dr. Laurence
McKinley Gould, Chairman of USNC Antarctic Committee and Director of TJSNC
Antarctic Program; and Dr. Harry Wexler, member of USNC/IGY, Vice-Chairman
of TJSNC Antarctic Committee, and Chief Scientist of USNC Antarctic Program

The three scientists were all recognized "For 1theii outstanding
contributions to the Department of the Navy in fulfilling its mission as
executive agent for the United States Antarctic Program during the Inter-
national Geophysical Year."

Individual citations were as follows:

Dr. Odishaw: "...]3y his careful direction of the scientific effort
Dr. Odishaw enabled the Navy to carry out its logistic mission with the
fewest possible delays or difficulties. When problems arose, his grasp
of the entire picture of Antarctic operations smoothed the way for mesh-
ing of the Navy and scientific effort in a more efficient manner, con-
tributing materially to the saving of money and possibly lives. Dr.
Odishaw's splendid efforts in expediting the determination of scientific
requirements were of invaluable assistance to the Navy in meeting the
stringent schedule for erecting the IGY scientific bases. His dis?
tinguished contribution to the overall success of Operation DEEP FREEZE
through his farsighted planning, cooperative spirit, and thorough mder-

standing of the logistic problems of the Navy, represents a great and
valuable service to the Department of the Navy. Dr. Odishaw's conduct
as a leader in one of the greatest pioneering scientific enterprises
ever undertaken in modern times is in the highest tradition of patriotic
devotion to our country..."

Dr. Gould: "...As Chairman of the United States National Committee

for the International Geophysical Year (Antarctic Committee), Dr. Gould
was instrumental in rendering invaluable assistance to the United States
Navy in its mission of supporting the International Geophysical Year
Scientific Program in the Antarctic. His previouj experien(e in the
Antarctic equipped him with a thorough understanding of the difficult
logistics problems and operational limitations , impcsed by Antarctic ter-
rain and weather. This experience, coupled with his thorough knowledge
of the scientific objectives of the program, was a principal factor in
the efficient and understanding cooperation carried on between naval
support forces and the scientific organization throughout the Internatioflc
Geophysical Year program. His intelligent guidance of advance planning
for the scientific program enabled it to mesh smoothly with the support
effort and undoubtedly resulted in a saving of resources and lives.
His distinguished contributions to the overall succes of Operation DEEP
FREEZE represen.t -.mo&t-	b1&ex'rice to the, Dpartment- of the Navy..."



Dr. exler:	"...Dr. Wexier's broad experience and intimate under-
standing of the practical and scientific aspects of meteorological
coverage were of great assistance to the Navy in establishing the first
Weather Communications Network in the antarctic and in building the
first Weather Central for the Antarctic at Little America. His efforts,
which helped materially to early consolidate the requirements for sci-
entific studies at the various United States International Geophysical
Year Antarctic stations, enabled the Navy to plan the timely delivery
of equipment and men to support these disciplines. Dr. Wexier's personal
visits to each Antarctic station, where he cheerfully endured the hard-
ships and dangers of cold weather operations, significantly contributed
to the splendid spirit of cooperation that existed between the military
and scientific personnel. His farsighted planning, cooperative spirit,
and thorough understanding of the logistic problems of the Navy were
distinguished contributions to the overall success of Operation DEEP
FREEZE and represent a most valuable service to the Department of the
Navy. Dr. Wexier's conduct as an outstanding scientist and leader of
one of the most ambitious pioneering and scientific enterprises of
modern times is in the highest tradition of patriotic devotion to our
country. •

PROJECTS OFFICE PES0NNEL?4RTICIPATE IN DEEP FREEZE 60

Lisutenant Commander Ruth M. Streeter, USN, Mr. Raymond As Butler,
and Ensign George F. McCleary, Jr., USNR, staff members of this office,
will participate in various phases of DEEP FREEZE 60 operations in New
Zealand and Antarctica.

LCDR Streeter, Administrative Officer, departed for DEEP FREEZE 60
headquarters in Christchurch on 15 October. She will report to the
Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, for indoctrination
and familiarization of operations in the interest of closer administra-
tive coordination between the Washington and Christchurch offices.
LCDR Streeter expects to return to her duties in Washington on 2 November.

Mr. Raymond Butler, Operations analyst and Map Curator, a veteran
of the U. S. Antarctic Service Expedition, 1939 ..41 9 will fly to New
Zealand from the United States on 12 November, and will board USS GLACIER
(AGB.J4) in Port Lyttelton, New Zealand, for the voyage to Little America
V. From Little America, Mr. Butler will visit the Naval Air Facility
at McMurdo Sound. While in Antarctica, he will visit Byrd Station and,
possibly, the Pole Station in connection with an operations study which
the U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer is making. Mr. Butler will then
rejoin GLACIER for her exploration voyage into the Bellingshausen and
Amundsen Sea areas. He ha. prepared a definitive history of exploration
in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Sea areas.

Ensign George F. McCleary, Jr., Public Information Officer, will re-
port for duty aboard USS GLACIER in 13ostn, Massachusetts, on 1 November.
After the arrival of GLACIER in the Ross Sea operating area, Mr. McCleary
will report to the U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer at McMurdo Sound for
additional duties relative to resupply missions to our seientific bases.



COMMNDER HERI3E2T '.HITNEY (CEC) USNi JOINS USS.jO STAFF

Commander Herbert W. Whitney (CEC), USNR, has now joined the
staff of the U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer as consultant in matters
concerning Antarctic construction and base operations. CDR Whitney
was with Task Force 43 through the first four years of DEEP FREEZE
operations, and supervised the construction of all our IGY bases and
the Naval Air Facility at McMurdo Sound. CDR Whitney wintered over
the first year at McMurdo as Officer-in-Charge of the facility, and
on his return to the United States, was awarded the Legion of Merit
for his important pioneering work in preparing for the IGY in the
Antarctic.

VICTOIh LAND TRAVERSE

On 15 October, a vx-6 R4D8 Skytrain, piloted by Lieutenant Earl
D. Dryfoose, USN, landed at the top of SKTON Glacier to make the
first landing on open country of the Antarctic continent for the
1959-60 season. Drought in on the flight were fuel, food, exi'losives,
and spare parts to establish a cache for the USARP-sponsored four-
month scientific expedition into Victoria Land. By 18 October, four
supply landings had been completed at the SKELTON Glacier cache by
vx-6 aircraft.

The Victoria Land traverse party set off on 16 October in three
specially equipped Sno-Cats, with fuel and food for +O days, from
New Zealand's Scott Base, McMurdo Sound,an route to the SKELTON Glacier
cache. From the glacier, the party will travel into the heart of
little known Victoria Land to approximately 71 0 South, ]Jfo° East,
then head for the rendezvous point in February with vx-6 aircraft at
the top of the TUCKER Glacier for return to McMurdo. Sno-Cats will
be cached for future use. Resupply of food and fuel to the traverse
party after leaving the SKELTON Glacier will be made by air drops
from USAF MTS C-124 Globeinasters.

The traverse leader and seismologist, Frans G. Van der Hoeven
of the Netherlands, announced that the scientific programs to be
conducted would include seismic soundings, ice core sampling, mag-
netic studies, gravity readings, elevation readings, weather observa-
tions, and establishment of mapping control points.

Van der Hoeven will be assisted by Alfred W. Stuart (United States),
deputy leader and glaciologist; Thomas T. Baldwin, Jr., CMN2, USN,

transport specialist; Arnold J. Home (New Zealand), glaciologist;
Warren Aø Jackman, PHC, USN, photographer; William M. Smith (United
States), George Washington University, psychologist; John G. Woihaupt
(United States), assistant seismologist; Claude Lorius (France),
glaciologist; and Louis J. ioberts, U. S. Geological Survey, cartographer.

SEVENTH CONTINENT TO PREVIEW MOVIE

Simultaneously with premieres on the other six continents, the
United Artists motion picture based on Nevil Shute's "On the Beach"
will be previewed at McMurdo Sound on 17 December 1959.



ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY COLLECTION

The following publications were received during October 1959:

ARGENTINA

Comando en Jefe del Ejeroito, ed., El Ejeroito an la Antartida. In: Reviste
delSuboficial, No. 458-459, Julio-Agosto 1957, pp 26-30, illus.

Ministerlo de Relaoiones Exteriores y Cu].to, Aotividad Antartica Argentina,
No. 1, Julio 1959.

AUSTRALIA

Orohn, P. we, A Contribution to the Geology and Glaciology of the Western
Part of Australian Antarctic Territory, Antarctic Division, Department
of External Affairs, Melbourne, Sept. 1959, 103p., illus., photos.,
tables, maps. (A.N.A.R.E. Reports, Series A, Vol. III, Geology.)

Ingham, S. E., Banding of Giant Petrels by the Australian National Antarctic
Research Expeditions, 1955-1958. Reprint, The Emu, Vol. 59, Aug. 1959,
pp 189-200, maps, tables.

Jacka l F., N. R. Parsons, P. VJ. Ford, and B. M. Jacklyn, Cosmic Ray Studies
at Macquarie Island and Heard Island, 1948-51. Antarctic Division, De-
partment of External Affairs, Melbourne. Jan. 1959, lOOp., illus.,
tables, (AN.A.R.E. Reports, Series C, Vol. II, Cosmic Rays.)

CHILE

Lepotier, R., Las Vias Antartioas de Repuesto. (Antarctic Supply Routes.)
In: Memorial del Ejeroito de Chile, No. 290, Mayo-Junio 1959, pp 114-
126, illus. (De la Revue de Defense Nationals de Francis, Enero 1957.
Traduooion del Mayor Hernan Toledo C.) -

Zevatti, S., El Contralmirante Richard Evelyn Byrd. In: Revista de Marina,
Vol 74, No. 1, Enero-Febrero 1958, pp 6572, map. (Traducido de is
Rivista Marittiina, Junlo 1957, por Luis Ciaffaroni IC.)

NEW ZEALAND

Harrington, H. J., Narrative of a Visit to the Newly Discovered Emperor
Penguin Rookery at Coulman Island, Ross Sea, Antarctica. Reprint,
Notornis, Vol. 8, No. 5, July 1959, pp 127-132, photo.
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UNITED KINGDOM

Schmidt-Nielsen, K., and J. J. L. Sladen, Nasal Salt Secretion in the
Humboldt Penguin. Reprint, Nature, Vol. 181, April 26, 1958, pp 1217-
1218.

Sladen, Vi, 3. L., The Adelie Penguin. Reprint, Nature, Vol. 171, May 309
1953, p. 952 (10p.), illus.

Sladen, 7. 3, L., Penguins in the Wild and in Captivity. Reprint, Avioul-
tural Magazine, Vol. 60, No. 4, July-August 1954, pp 132-142, photos.,
diag

Sle4en, V. J. LI., and others, [Antarctic Birds, Miscellaneous Notes]. A
series of five short communications primarily relating to the bird-
banding program of the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey and the
National Institute of Oceanography, setting forth methods and prelimi-
nary observations by B. Roberts, W. J. LI, Sladen, 3, D. Andrew, 3, M.
Roberts, and H. E. Bargmann. Reprint, Ibis, 94, 1952, pp 538-544.

Sladeri, W. J. L1., and W. LI, N. Tiokell, Antarctic Bird-Banding by the Falk-
land Islands Dependencies Survey, 1945-1957. Reprint, Bird-Banding,
Vol. XXIX, No. 1, January 1958, 26p,,, illus., tables.

UNITED STATES

Aerojet-General Corporation, Rocket Photography for Tactical Missions of the
Department of the Navy, Sept. 1959, 8p, + illus. (Report No. 1666,
Special.)

Army Department, Basic Cold Weather Manual. Feb. 1959, 295p., illus.,
tables, app. (FieJ.dMe.nua1 FM 31-70.)

Army Department, Mountain Operations, Jan. 1959, 238p., illus., tables,
app. (Field Manual FM 31-72.)

Commerce Department, Office of Technical Services, Information on Soviet
Bloc International Geo2h1sioal Cooperation--1959, Moe. 84, 85, and 86.
(PB 131632 series,)

Dartmouth College, Summary Report of Dartmouth Conference on Organization
of Polar Research in the United States, December 18-19, 1958.. M.d.,
9p. + app.

Herman, C. M., and W. 3, L. Sladen, Aspergillosis in Waterfowl. Reprint,
Transactions of the Twenty-third North American Wildlife Conference,
March 3, 4, and 5, 195pp 187191.	-
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Nakaya, U., Visoo-elastic Properties of Snow and Ice in the Greenland Ice
U. S. Army Snow be and Permafrost Research Establishment, Corps

of Engineers. May 1959, 29p., illus., tables, app. (Research Report
46.)

National Academy of Sciences, IGY Bulletin, No. 27, Sept. 1959.

Nevel, D. E., Tables of Kelvin Functions and their Derivatives. U. S. Army
Snow Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment, Corps of Engineers.
June 1959, 70p., illus., tables, app. (Technical Report 67.)

Office of Naval Research, Naval Research [Reviews), Sept. 1959,

Patenaude, R. W.,, E. W. Marshall, and A. Gow, Deep Core Drilling in Ice,
Byrd Station, Antarctica. U. S. Army Snow Ice and Perixr.frost Research
Establishment, Corps of Engineers. July 1959, 7p., illus., tables.
(Technical Report 60,)

Reiquam, H., and M. Diamond, Investigations of Fog Thiteout. U. S. Army
Snow Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment, Corps of Engineers.
July 1959, 18p,, illus., tables, app. (Research Report 52.)

Siple, P. A., The Future of Antarctica. In: Weather Research Bulletin (to
the Insurance Industrj), I.G.Y. Issue, Vol. 2, No. 4, Winter 1958-1959,
pp 1 & 4, photos.

Sladen, W. J. L., Adelie Penguins of the Antarctic. Extract, Animal Kingdom,
Vol. LX, No. 2, April 1957, pp 34-42, photos., diag.

Sladan, ti. J. L., Biological and Medical Research Carried Out on Board j
STATEN ISLANDAGB5) during Operation DEEP FREEZE IV, in the nrotio,
158-5. Johns Hopkins University, School of Hygiene. May 1959, 7p.
[mimeo.,)

Sladen, W. J. L., Penguins. Extract, Scientific American, Vol. 197, No. 6,
Dec. 1957, pp 44-51, illus., photos.

U. S. Navy Hydrographia Office, Charts and Publications for Antarctic a
Operations 1959-60. Sept. 1959, 12p. (H.O. SP-21,)

U. S. Navy Hydrogaphio Office, Qperation DEEP FREEZE 60
floations for Shipboard Oceanographic arid Hydrograp
Sept. 1959, 32p., table, annexes. {mimeo.]

1959-1960 SDeci-
hio Programs.

U. 3, Navy Hydrôgraphio Office, Possibilities for Antarctic and Subantarotic
Oceanography to be Accomplished dur ing DEEP FREEZE Operations. N.d.,
22p	[reprod.)
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

International Council of Soientifio Unton, Special Committee for the IGY,
Annals of the International Geo RhZoiaal Year, Vol. IX: The Membership
and Programs it the Participating dirnmittees. 1959, 306p.

International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, I.U.G.Q. Chronicle, No. 23,
Sept. 19590

ADDITION TO THE WA? COLLECTION

The U. S. Antarctic Projects Office has recently received from the
Directorate of Overseas Surveys the new sheet W 65 64, Scale 1:200,000,
of the Falkland Islands Dependencies map of Graham Land (Palmer Peninsula).
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